Shalom!

MESSAGE FROM
THE CHAIRMAN

It is a great blessing to have journeyed with you through the course of the covid pandemic. Year 2020 has
brought upon all of us great grief, sorrow and troubled hearts. With collective hands we raised our prayers
to GOD and asked HIM to help us overcome our struggles, more so our desire to continue “Answering the
Cry of the Poor”. With humble hearts and fervent prayers, we heard a response in Deuteronomy 31:8: “The
Lord himself goes before you and will be with you; he will never leave you nor forsake you. Do not be afraid;
do not be discouraged.”
Indeed, our GOD has answered our prayers and we were guided in our decisions and endeavors. From the
kind & loving contributions derived from the 2020 ANCOP Virtual Walk, the generous donations coming
from the various Area fundraising campaigns and the inspired response to the Give Love Christmas campaign; we were able to overcome a great barrier. When we are united as a community serving our GOD many
miracles happen. We were able to help alleviate the plight of the poorest in the world. Close to 5,000 scholars
got their educational support, we’ve provided new home units to 87 beneficiary families. ANCOP Canada
has given humanitarian relief to countless souls around the world who were affected by covid and the deadly
floods in the Philippines, Kenya and Sierra Leone.
As we journey to another year in 2021, we are once again faced with a big challenge to continue the mission
of bringing GOD’s transforming love to the world – more specifically the most marginalized in society. The
challenge is enormous but we are not anxious anymore for we have a Great & Awesome GOD who is ever
faithful to those who trust in HIM.
Onward to our goal - “Consecrate yourselves, for tomorrow the LORD will do amazing things among you
and over all these - PUT ON LOVE IN EVERYTHING”.

HENJIE SAN JUAN
CHAIRMAN

MESSAGE FROM
THE PRESIDENT

Greetings and Peace to everyone!

We have all experienced great disruption in our lives in 2020, with the protracted effects of the Covid pandemic.
While this has caused a variety of challenges—economic, financial and psychological strain--- and has shaken our
view of what is normal, there is much to be grateful for!
We at ANCOP International Canada are truly blessed to achieve growth in revenues of 8%, in a year when many
enterprises exhibited declines, and donations to charity faced difficulties. We express our heartfelt thanks to our
many donors who continued to support the ANCOP work, keeping our poor beneficiaries in mind.
While our fundraising total was slightly below previous year, we were able to grow our overall program donations
by 12%, aided by the positive response to our Humanitarian Relief programs in support of Covid and typhoon
victims.
We are very pleased with the innovation of the 2020 ANCOP Virtual Walk, which we decided to execute as we exercised prudence in foregoing the traditional ANCOP physical walk in keeping with the pandemic precautions. The
ANCOP Virtual Walk elicited great engagement from participants across the whole country, resulting in a dramatic
increase in the ANCOP Walk donor base vs prior year. We also embarked on a major renovation of our ANCOP
Canada website to improve overall user experience and drive online engagement, as well as making it easier to donate online and access beneficiary updates through the personalized MyAncop account.
ANCOP Canada has been blessed with a dedicated set of volunteers and supporters nationwide who help achieve
the ANCOP mission of answering the cry of the poor. ANCOP Canada continued to increase its global partner
reach in 2020, with consistent growth in our East Africa operations in Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, Ethiopia, complementing our established programs in the Philippines. We are poised for growth in other places in Asia, notably in
India, as well as in West Africa with our growing base in Sierra Leone.
We are fortunate to be living in Canada, a country that cares for its people and has provisions and amenities than
many people elsewhere can only dream of. It is against this backdrop that we appeal to your generous hearts to
support our ANCOP Canada programs of child education sponsorship, community development and humanitarian relief. Sharing your talents, time and resources will go a long way in uplifting the lives of poor children and
families in our poor beneficiary countries, giving them a chance at life!

GABRIEL CONSULTA
PRESIDENT

MESSAGE FROM
A KEY PARTNER

Dear Ancop friends and supporters,

Like all of you who share a personal humanitarian commitment to help your brothers and sisters in parts of the
world who are less fortunate than most of us in Canada, 2020 was a most challenging time. The additional needs
that were triggered by the Covid-19 pandemic caused us to mobilize more resources to fill those needs at a time
when most of us were faced with our own daunting health, financial and logistical challenges.
But with the grace and support of an understanding God, we pulled together to overcome. While we couldn’t walk
hand in hand, we walked virtually. Some of us pulled forward our gifting and even increased them.
I have personally supported the cause of Ancop Canada over many years, through building the Tova Vickar village
in Baliwag Bulacan and the Vickar Transcona Rotary Portview Village in Mindanao, including funding education
for ANCOP scholars in these villages. All of us found new creative ways, mostly online, to execute our plans to
support poor families living under extremely harsh and destitute conditions.
One of those creative new ways came to fruition in late 2020 when, together with a team of volunteers primarily
based here in Winnipeg, Manitoba, I embarked on meticulous planning in the form of a National Fundraiser, anchored on a virtual concert billed as “Faith, Hope and Love, a Million Dreams Concert”. This would be streamed
on You Tube on Valentine’s Day, with a meal delivered to participants as part of the entertainment package. Talent
would be coming from various areas in North America and the Philippines. This virtual concert builds on the 2019
“Million Dreams” live Concert that featured Dr Tricia Barnabe, a prominent dentist and artist in Winnipeg. Our
plan is to engage as many ANCOP Canadian Chapters as possible across Canada, coordinated via the National
office, in the hope of raising awareness as well as soliciting donations for the work of ANCOP and its outreach to
poor communities.
This is the time to rededicate our efforts by thinking out of the box, and by widening our sphere of influence to
other like-minded individuals who may not be similar to us in their ethnic, geographical and even religious background, but all of whom wish to provide both financial and sweat equity for our most worthy cause.
May each of you be additionally inspired in 2021 to go from strength to even greater strength in good health for the
betterment of those who we serve.

LARRY VICKAR
KEY PARTNER

ANSWER MISSION
THE CRY
OF THE
POOR

Our mission at ANCOP is to “ANswer the Cry Of the
Poor,” hence our name ANCOP. We accomplish this
mission through effective child education and community development programs anchored on sound
values formation. This mission is actualized through
strategic partnerships that achieve a common goal
of sharing resources with the poor, utilizing our network of volunteers who put faith into action. We
generate awareness and interest in the plight of the
poor, thus transforming the lives of impoverished
children and families to restore hope and dignity.

VISION
A POOR CHILD

AND FAMILY BLESSED,
AND A BLESSING TO
TRANSFORMED COMUNITIES

Through our vision, we see a world where Christ’s transforming love can be experienced and fulfilled. To do
this, we strive for a world where the poor are embraced. This means that every child should have fundamental
rights such as education and grow up to be responsible citizens, achieved by giving both children and their
communities opportunities to improve their well-being.

VALUES

FAITH
STEWARDSHIP
ACCOUNTABILITY
INTEGRITY

The ANCOP work execution is founded on core values. We uphold our Christian faith, expressed through
our love of God and our neighbours. We dedicate our time and share our treasure with the poor, are responsible stewards by practicing transparency, accountability, honesty, and integrity. At ANCOP, we are joyful to
work tirelessly, so we can see poor children, families and benefactors uplifted and transformed.

PROGRAM
UPDATES

CHILD
SPONSORSHIP

COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT

HUMANITARIAN
RELIEF

CHILD
SPONSORHIP
PROGRAM
The ANCOP Child Sponsorship Program (CSP) is designed to provide funding for education of poor children
living in marginalized communities, children who are
otherwise unable to afford to go to school. Through this
program, ANCOP aims to provide children opportunities for personal growth and development so that they
can secure gainful employment for their future. Sponsorship is provided for a minimum of one school year for all
education levels – elementary, high school and college,
but most donors see their sponsored children through
to graduation via yearly support. ANCOP looks for deserving scholars in marginalized communities, as well as
out-of-school youth, reformed juvenile delinquents, drug
addicts, gang members, and rescued abused children to
offer them a second lease on life. This is accomplished
by providing quality education, whether it be vocational, technical, trades, college, or university pathways. ANCOP sponsored children write letters including thank
you notes and Christmas cards to their sponsors, which
fosters a meaningful connection and allows sponsors to
see the fruits of their generosity.

and physically fit to attend their classes. ANCOP’s CSP
involves three parties: the child, the parents, and community caretakers/guardians. While the children are responsible for attending and completing their schoolwork,
parents share a responsibility in their growth. They are
required to monitor their child’s progress in school and
supervise them after school to ensure they complete their
homework and develop good study habits. Community
caretakers/guardians are responsible for the CSP’s operational effectiveness through periodic visits to the sponsored child’s home, ensuring adherence to the program.
Also, CSPs create annual progress reports (APRs) that
detail the child’s educational progress, providing timely
feedback to donors.

GLOBAL REACH
ANCOP International Canada has been supporting education around the globe, providing less fortunate children education for them to have a brighter future. ANCOP for the past 5 years has been supporting scholars in
Kenya, Tanzania, Ethiopia and Uganda. Among all these
sponsor areas, there are thousands of sponsored children enrolled in a wide variety of educational programs,
including elementary and high school, vocational and
seminary education. The CSP provides many benefits to
the scholars in Africa, including funding for school fees,
lunch meals, and uniforms. Parents can rest assured that
their children are not excluded from a quality education.
Within these areas, ANCOP guardians, generally priests,
Once a child is sponsored, the program includes fund- nuns, and the religious play an instrumental role by moning not only for tuition but also for school supplies, food, itoring the academic performance of ANCOP scholars
and transportation allowance. These necessary provi- and help integrate parents with their children’s education
sions ensure children’s health and hygiene are satisfactory when problems arise.

16%

22%

5000

+16%
Annual Average Growth
in ANCOP CSPs
over past eight years

ANCOP CSP growth rate in
Kenya and Ethiopia, two of our
fastest growing partner sites
in Africa.

The Number
of ANCOP Education
Scholars globally

CSP Kenya

AFRICA
In Kenya, ANCOP International Canada has supported
child education through its ANCOP CSP Program since
2017 in 3 ANCOP CSP sponsor sites: Nairobi, Mombasa
& Kisumu metropolitan areas, working with different dioceses, parishes, congregations and foundations.

While Kenya has been the base of our ANCOP operations in East Africa, ANCOP Canada has also expanded
its outreach in the neighboring countries around Kenya.
In Ethiopia, ANCOP has close to 200 CSP scholars, working hand-in-hand with religious institutions, notably the
Vincentian Fathers (Fr. Abenet Abebe), the Cappuchin
Fathers (Fr. Hailegabriel Meleku) with scholars in 3 sites
(Soddo, Addis & Teticha), with the Bahir Dar Diocese
(Arbaba) with scholars managed by Sr. Azeb Ayalew,
and finally with the Hosanna Vicariate through Bishop
Seyyum Francia. ANCOP in East Africa also has operations in Tanzania, Uganda and Nigeria.

In the Nairobi metro area, ANCOP Canada has partnered
with the Archdiocese of Nairobi, together with various
religious institutions in this metro area. ANCOP Canada also sponsors poor seminarian education through the
Diocese of Nakuru and the Passionist Fathers. In the Eldoret Diocese, ANCOP Canada aids major seminarians
to help complete their religious vocation. ANCOP also ANCOP Canada’s aspiration in its CSP sites in Africa is
works with the Sisters of the Immaculate Heart of Mary to impact society positively. The hope is that children
grow up with a strong education foundation to help their
Mother of Christ.
low-income families and to become productive particiIn the Mombasa metropolitan area, ANCOP Canada has pating members in their community. Alleviating poverpartnered with the Franscisan Capucchins, the Consolata ty is an uphill undertaking, but ANCOP and its partners
Fathers, the Sisters of Joseph, and scholars in Maungu, have demonstrated positive change, as thousands of poor
children in CSP sites in Africa can receive a quality eduMaktau Catholic Parish.
cation.

CSP India
PHILIPPINES
The Philippines is ANCOP’s largest CSP partner site,
with child sponsorships spread across different provinces. While the country is becoming more developed every year, the disparity between the rich and the poor is
apparent-- the stark contrast more visible in large urban
centers.
ANCOP Canada’s biggest Philippine partner is CFC ANCOP Global Foundation Inc(CAGFI) which manages
close to 3,000 children being sponsored annually through
ANCOP’s Child Sponsorship Program(CSP). The scholars in all the 68 major sites are managed by CAGFI
through its partnership with the Couples for Christ(CFC)
lay organization. CAGFI takes advantage of CFC volunteers who selflessly act as community caretakers to implement the ANCOP programs on the ground.

dump, ANCOP Canada has partnered with St. Martin
de Porres orphanage, which assists poor beneficiaries
through the ANCOP education program. The program
provides funding for tuition fees, food, transportation,
and necessary supplies to get children into school and
provide for their fundamental needs.
In Cebu, Southern Philippines. ANCOP has partnered
with ‘Immaculate Mary Queen of Heaven’ institution
(IMQH), operated by missionary nuns. This strategic
partnership aims to execute viable educational pathways
for disadvantaged youth, thus enabling them to complete their secondary education. This includes those that
have fallen victim to prostitution rings, making a living
for themselves and their families. IMQH provides these
youth with a safe haven and a path back to a straight life
through proper education.

In one of the most poverty-stricken slum areas in the INDIA
Philippines, Tondo Manila’s ‘Smokey Mountain’ garbage The ANCOP Child Sponsorship Program is active in

Eastern India, where ANCOP has partnered with the
Archdiocese of Cuttack-Bhubaneswar, where over 500
impoverished children are being supported. The CSP has
had positive results, including improvements to academic performance and attendance of children, who without
ANCOP, had no other chance of attaining a basic education. According to the local site guardian, Archbishop
Barwa, there are apparent behavioural changes and growing interest in sustained education amongst sponsored
children, resulting in fewer school dropouts in poor communities. Furthermore, the CSP provides relief to these
children’s parents, as it has reduced the economic burden
on the family and provides hope for the children to have
a better future. Through the ANCOP CSP, children can
access education, supplemental nutrition, medical check-

ups, and ongoing welfare support to help their holistic
growth and development. The active CSP in this region
in India will allow children to break the cycle of poverty
and illiteracy and hopefully enable them to give back to
their community by helping others in the Archdiocese.
The program is beneficial not only to children but to parents as well. A vital aspect of the ANCOP CSP is values
and faith formation, where parents undergo workshops
that foster positive behaviour and good values. Both the
wife and the husband learn important values to positively
impact the community. Both children and their parents
become more active in community activities and more
diligent in their faith formation.

CSP Nigeria

St Augustine of Canterbury in
Toronto, a Canadian CSP
Partner for its Youth Education
After-School program

Kenya – largest ANCOP
operation in Africa, with 32
partner sites shepherding close
to 1000 ANCOP scholars

Outside the Philippines,
India is the largest ANCOP
partner in Asia with over
500 scholars and growing

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM
The ANCOP Community Development Program (CDP) is a holistic community transformation program, highlighted by the building of modestly-sized but durable homes, in properly vetted sites with functioning water, electricity and
drainage facilities. Uplifting the spirit of the poor involves physical transformation, from shanties to clean beautiful
homes with hygienic surroundings.
Complementing physical transformation, the ANCOP CDP program draws out personal bahaviour transformation
through spiritual & values formation, family renewal and civic-consciousness. This ensures the sustainability of both
home upkeep, personal attitude change and civic-mindedness in the community.
For a village to come to fruition, a community development plan is created, which outlines the geographic site, the
local government’s involvement, construction plans, partner (sponsor) identification and the proposed budget and
timeline. To ensure the well-being of the beneficiaries and avoid compromising the village’s safety, the ANCOP CDP
coordinator ensures that the local government has formal commitments for public works, including roads, drainage,
and the supply of water/electricity. Once the plan is approved, the profiling of potential beneficiaries begins, prioritizing low-income families, especially those near environmental hazards like riverbanks, highways and areas prone to
flooding and landslides.
Aside from the improved living standards provided by the CDP, beneficiaries also reap other benefits, such as healthcare, livelihood, social services, and community recreation, meant to improve the beneficiaries’ overall well-being.
Through its Community Development Program, ANCOP International Canada aims to restore the poor’s hope and
dignity, providing shelter, and organizing them into sustainable and self-reliant communities through livelihood assistance, character formation, and community empowerment.
ANCOP Canada and its strategic partners completed construction and set-up of a number of villages in 2020. One
key achievement was the completion of the Francis Yap Community, a legacy village initiated by Ms Jessy Yap in honour of the life and community service of spouse Francis, comprising forty homes in Botolan Zambales.

CDP Romblon

>3K

>500

ANCOP homes built for poor
beneficiary families

New CSP child scholars, coming from
new shelter communities, added

Construction began in July of 2020 and was completed just five months later. Due to the geography of Zambales, the
area is consistently exposed to coastal erosion caused by typhoons. The people living in coastal neighbourhoods, like
Brgy. Capayawan in Botolan have been the primary victims of this environmental hazard, as their residential areas
decrease yearly due to erosion. Makeshift houses with unstable building materials were built as a temporary fix, but
the need to relocate was imminent, as the structural stability of these houses were suspect, making them more prone
to accidents. Grateful residents have been rehoused into safer, better homes in the ANCOP Canada Francis Yap
Community. To date, all forty units have been awarded to 40 ANCOP-sponsored families, who have all completed the
Christian Life Program seminar.

CDP Beneficiary
Another key CDP accomplishment in 2020 was the Canada Greatway Financial Community in Lubao, Pampanga-completed in July of 2020, 8 months after its construction. Thirty families, awarded new homes, have completed the
Christian Life Program, and are all part of a neighborhood association that oversees discipline of members, and community upkeep to ensure hygiene and beautiful surroundings. The village’s primary sponsors are Canadian Greatway
Financial leaders Marlon, and Elsa Antonio, who decided on Lubao in Central Philippines as the site location, in a
desire to give back to their former hometown. Through the collaborative work between CFC ANCOP Global Foundation, Inc., ANCOP International Canada, CFC Pampanga and the local government unit of Lubao, Pampanga, the
Greatway Financial Community project came to fruition. The collaboration of various civic partners partners, led and
coordinated by ANCOP Canada, helped overcome the difficulty posed by a lack of safe and decent housing among the
poor beneficiaries, and the significant cost of building a decent house far beyond the poor’s reach in Lubao.

ANCOP Winnipeg Village Groundbreaking

HUMANITARIAN RELIEF
PROGRAM
Every year millions of people are displaced due to natural disasters, like earthquakes, tsunamis, forest fires, typhoons
that cause flooding and destroying entire neighbourhoods. Other calamities like the COVID-19 pandemic have impacted livelihoods and family well-being in urban-poor areas. ANCOP Canada’s Humanitarian Relief Program was
created to address these needs and provide humanitarian aid by delivering relief goods, shelter kits, financial assistance, and other provisions to poor areas that are otherwise neglected during times of crisis. ANCOP’s Humanitarian
Relief Program is made possible by mobilizing its partnerships worldwide and through generous contributions from
Canadian donors.
The recent destructive super-Typhoons, Ulysses and Goni (Rolly) hit the Philippines, affecting more than 20 million
Filipinos, rendering millions homeless. Through its Humanitarian Relief Program, ANCOP and Couples for Christ
community mobilized its volunteer base to spread assistance and distribute relief goods to hundreds of thousands of
helpless victims who gravely needed them. Similarly, when the Taal volcano erupted, it had displaced many families
living near the vicinity. ANCOP was able to mobilize and provide relief goods to these families quickly through its
selfless volunteers who tirelessly provided manpower on the ground. Recently, ANCOP has approved and kickstarted
the Taal CDP Home project through the Community Development Program to provide more robust and safer housing to displaced families due to the Taal Volcano eruption.

Catanduanes, Philippines

India

In 2020, the world was met with the COVID-19 pandemic, a deadly virus that has killed millions of people, and triggered many governments to call for a state of lockdown. In Payatas, an impoverished community in Metro Manila,
Fr. Paul, an ANCOP site guardian, states that thousands of people have been going hungry due to the lockdown. In
response, ANCOP mobilized and provided much-needed funds to buy rice and distribute it to those in need. Through
ANCOP’s generous contributions, 40,000 relief packs were distributed, helping more than 11,000 families. Also, ANCOP partnered with various Religious and Civic organizations around the world to support the well-being and health
of low-income families impacted by COVID-19. To date, ANCOP Canada has disbursed Humanitarian Relief to
thousands of individuals and families through its partners in many countries – Kenya, Ethiopia, Sierra Leone, India,
Philippines, South Sudan, Sri Lanka, Nigeria, Tanzania, Uganda.
CDP Romblon

>10K

>350K

Poor families receiving relief goods
through ANCOP’s Humanitarian
Relief Program

New donations received from generous
donors for the ANCOP program for
disaster relief

FINANCIAL
INFORMATION
SOURCE OF FUNDS

USE OF FUNDS
Grand Total $2,552,000

BENEFICIARY COUNTRIES

Isabella, Philippines
Typhoon Relief

Kisumo, Kenya
COVID Relief

We at ANCOP International Canada conscientiously exercise prudence in
managing resources efficiently. We are very diligent in ensuring that donor
funds get to the sponsored children or the partner community sites in a
timely fashion, and in the amounts agreed. We keep our admin expenses low,
ensuring maximum benefit provided to our poor beneficiaries.
For more information please visit
https://ancopcanada.org/financial-information

ANCOP Virtual Walk
The ANCOP Walk is ANCOP International Canada’s premier fundraising event, organized to raise
awareness, and solicit donations for its crucial programs designed to help
the poorest of the poor.
The 2020 Virtual ANCOP Walk happens over the course
of the summer across 20 locations in Canada.
This ANCOP event allows us to raise much-needed funds
for the poor, and have fun walking at the same time.
Donations from the events will go towards ANCOP's core
programs: Child Sponsorship Program (CSP) and
Community Development Program (CDP).
The 2020 ANCOP Walk theme is “Blessed to Give” – a recognition of the
drive of many Canadians who enjoy the comforts of life, to share their
blessings to those less fortunate.
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